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PC Security Software
Rice Electronics’ expertise extends to
designing and configuring PC-based

security monitoring and control systems.
Unlike general purpose control systems
based on building management, CCTV

or access control applications, the
graphic user interface (GUI) and its

companion network are optimized for
perimeter and/or central security control
room applications where speed, reliabili-

ty, ease of use and integration are
essential requirements. Open architec-
ture, industry standard TCP/IP interface
and many hardware options provide a
scalable and affordable security man-

agement solution without compromising
performance or features. 

Infrared Night Vision
Thermal Infrared Night Vision

Surveillance Camera systems are
the ultimate night vision security

products designed for ultra security
surveillance in total darkness. Rice

Electronic's expertise in infrared
night vision technology provides
complete night vision solutions
with a full spectrum of infrared

wavelength night vision power to
answer the growing needs of

increased security and homeland
protection at a broad range of facil-

ities including protection of infra-
structure such as bridges, airports,
seaports, subways, military facili-

ties, refineries, power plants;
perimeter security, as well as a
variety of industrial and govern-

mental facilities. 

Pelco Cameras
Features Aluminum Construction, Adjustable Mounting Cradle

Ideal for CCD Type Cameras - Available in 4-inch (10.16 cm), 6-
inch (15.24 cm) and 8-inch (20.32 cm) Diameters. For use in a

Variety of Harsh and/or Hazardous Environments, including
Marine Environments. Meets NEMA 4X and IP66 Standards.

Use with Fixed Mount or Explosion-Proof Pan/Tilt

CHEMICAL PLANT SECURITY ALERT SYSTEMS
Rice Electronics’ is a system integrator with expertise in chemical plant security system design and installation. We represent
many manufacturers and create custom security systems using such technologies as InfraRed night vision cameras and Pelco
camera accessories. Fiber optic transmission systems, twisted pair, wireless (all spectrum), satellite, SCADA, spread spectrum,
and microwave communication systems are all possible choices. We also provide unique, custom solutions designed for specific
circumstances - such as fence monitoring sensors. We also install and configure security PC hardware and software.  

Refinery and power plant security and safety have become primary concerns in today’s political climate. Whether you're monitor-
ing a stack flare, a processing unit, or remote areas, you need a security and surveillance system that will allow for a quick
response when trouble appears. 

Please call us to find out more about our full line of custom Plant Security Alert System technologies to see how Rice
Electronics can best design and create the system that will serve your needs. Visit our website at www.riceelectronics.com, or
email us for more information and a price quote at sales@radar-radio.com.
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System Integration
Rice Electronics offers a variety of proven products and services to
enhance your business' productivity. We excel at designing custom
solutions to your problems at the most economical prices available.

Our forte is integrating a whole host of diverse, state-of-the-art
electronics technologies into one complete, easily-controlled sys-

tem that improves and increases the productivity, safety, and secu-
rity of your work environments, whether they be marine, oil, energy,

construction, or manufacturing based.


